ENERGY CONSERVATION POLICY

We, at UPL are committed to continual improvement in energy efficiency by establishing effective energy management programs and will conserve energy in our operations. The scope of policy covers all facilities, personnel and technology that supports technical, manufacturing and project activities.

OUR OBJECTIVES:

> To reduce overall specific energy consumption substantially with each passing year after taking into account changes in levels of activities, weather and other relevant factors
> To integrate energy management with business objectives and to provide resources to improve energy performance
> To comply with all relevant legislations relating to energy and other specific requirements
> To ensure energy efficiency while procuring significant energy consuming products and services
> To organize periodic training and maintenance optimization programs in pursuit of improved energy performance to all relevant personnel
> To ensure that we publish the consolidated energy usage information every year as a part of the annual report
> To manage utilization of energy resources efficiently, upgrade equipment (s) as appropriate and to employ cleaner and more efficient technology
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